ABSTRACT
Usability supporting architectural patterns (USAPs) have been shown to provide developers with useful guidance for producing a software architecture design that supports usability in a laboratory setting [7]. In close collaboration between researchers and software developers in the real world, the concepts were proven useful [2]. However, this process does not scale to industrial development efforts. In particular, development teams need to be able to use USAPs while being distributed world-wide. USAPs also must support legacy or already partially-designed architectures, and when using multiple USAPs there could be a potentially overwhelming amount of information given to the software architects. In this paper, we describe the restructuring of USAPs using a pattern language to simplify the development and use of multiple USAPs. We also describe a delivery mechanism that is suitable for industrial-scale adoption of USAPs. The delivery mechanism involves organizing responsibilities into a hierarchy, utilizing a checklist to ensure responsibilities have been considered, and grouping responsibilities in a fashion that both supports use of multiple USAPs simultaneously and also points out reuse possibilities to the architect.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Software Engineering community has recognized that usability affects not only the design of user interfaces but software system development as a whole. In particular, efforts are focused on explaining the implications of usability on software architecture design [3, 4, 5, 6, 10].

One effort in this area is to produce artifacts that communicate usability requirements in a form that can be effectively used for software architecture evaluation and design. These usability supporting architectural patterns (USAPs) have been shown to improve the ability of software architects to design higher quality architectures to support usability features such as the ability to cancel a long-running command [7, 8]. Other uses of USAPs in industrial settings have been productive [2] but have revealed some problems that prevent scaling USAPs to widespread industrial use. These problems include:

1. Prior efforts have involved personal contact with USAP researchers, either face to face or in telephone conversations. This process does not scale to widespread industrial use.

2. The original USAPs included UML diagrams modifying the MVC architectural pattern to better support the usability concern. Although intended to be illustrative, not prescriptive, software architects using other overarching patterns (e.g., legacy systems, SOA) viewed these UML diagrams as either unrelated to their work or as an unwanted recommendation to totally redesign their architecture.

3. The original use of USAPs was as a collection of individual patterns. Even using one pattern involved processing a large amount of detailed information. Applying multiple USAPs simultaneously is likely to overwhelm software architects with information.

In this paper, we introduce a pattern language [1] for USAPs that reduces the information that architects must absorb and produces information at a level that applies to all architectures. We also discuss the design of a delivery mechanism suitable for industrial-scale adoption of USAPs.

2. BACKGROUND
A USAP has six types of information. We illustrate the types with information from the cancellation USAP [9].
1. A brief scenario that describes the situation that the USAP is intended to solve. For example, “The user issues a command then changes his or her mind, wanting to stop the operation and return the software to its pre-operation state.”

2. A description of the conditions under which the USAP is relevant. For example, “A user is working in a system where the software has long-running commands, i.e., more than one second.”

3. A characterization of the user benefits from implementing the USAP. For example, “Cancel reduces the impact of routine user errors (slips) by allowing users to revoke accidental commands and return to their task faster than waiting for the erroneous command to complete.”

4. A description of the forces that impact the solution. For example, “No one can predict when the users will want to cancel commands”

5. An implementation-independent description of the solution, i.e., responsibilities of the software. For example, one implication of the force given above is the responsibility that “The software must always listen for the cancel command.”

6. A sample solution using UML diagrams. These diagrams were intended to be illustrative, not prescriptive, and are, by necessity, in terms of an overarching architectural pattern (e.g., MVC).

It is useful to distinguish USAPs from other patterns for software design and implementation. USAPs are not user interface patterns; that is, they do not represent an organization or look-and-feel of a user interface [e.g., 11]; they are software architecture patterns that support UI concerns. Nor are USAPs structural software architecture patterns like MVC; they are patterns of software functionality called for in UI patterns. As such, they can be applied to any legacy architecture and can support the functionality called for in UI patterns.

3. A Pattern Language for USAPs

Through collaboration among academic and industrial researchers and usability engineers, we are constructing three USAPs for process control and robotics applications. The first author and her colleagues in the industry research team drafted an “Alarms, Events and Alerts” USAP while, independently, the last three authors drafted a “User Profile” USAP and an “Environment Configuration” USAP. When these three USAPs were considered together, it was clear that there was an enormous amount of redundancy in the responsibilities necessary for a good solution. In addition, in preliminary discussions, industry software architects reacted negatively to the large amount of information required to implement any one of the USAPs.

Our early work [4] recognized the possibility of reusing such software tactics as separating authoring from execution and recording (logging), but our subsequent work had not incorporated that notion, treating each USAP as a separate pattern. A consequence of focusing on industrial use is that reuse in constructing and using USAPs was no longer an academic thought experiment, but a necessity if industrial users are to construct and use USAPs themselves.

We observed that both the industry research team and the academic research team independently grouped their responsibilities into very similar categories. This led us to construct a pattern language [2] that defines relationships between USAPs with potentially reusable sets of responsibilities that can lead to potentially reusable code. Our pattern language relating “Alarms, Events and Alerts”, “User Profile” and “Environment Configuration” is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1 USAP Pattern Language for “User Profile”, “Alarms, Events and Alerts”, and “Environment Configuration”](image)

The pattern language has two types of USAPs. “End-User USAPs” follow the structure given in Section 2. Their purpose from a user’s point of view can be expressed in a small scenario, they have conditions under which they are relevant, benefits for the user can be expressed and they require the fulfillment of software responsibilities in the architecture design. End-User USAPs are used by the requirements team to determine which are applicable to the system being developed. In this example, they are “User Profile”, “Alarms, Events and Alerts”, and “Environment Configuration”.

The pattern language also contains what we are calling “Foundational USAPs”. These do not have the same six portions as the End-User USAPs. For example, there is no scenario, no description of conditions, and no benefits to the user for the Foundational USAPs. Rather, they act as a framework to support the construction of the End-User USAPs that make direct contact to user scenarios and usability benefits. For example, all of the End-User USAPs that we present have an authoring portion and an execution portion, that is, they are specializations of the Authoring Foundational USAP and the Execution with Authored Parameters Foundational USAP. These foundational USAPs make use of other foundational USAPs, Authorization and Logging. We abstracted the commonalities of the End-User USAPs to derive the responsibilities of the Foundational USAPs. The responsibilities in the Foundational USAPs are parameterized, where the parameters reflect those aspects of the End-User USAPs that differ.

An example of the parameterization is that the Authoring Foundational USAP and the Execution with Authored Parameters Foundational USAP each have a parameter called SPECIFICATION. The value of SPECIFICATION is “Conditions for Alarm, Event and Alerts”, “User profile”, and “Configuration description” for the three End-User USAPs, respectively.

In addition to parameterization, End-User USAPs explicitly list assumptions about decisions the development team must make prior to implementing the responsibilities. For example, in the “Alarms, Events and Alerts” End-User USAP, the development team must define the syntax and semantics for the conditions that
will trigger alarms, events or alerts. End-User USAPs may also have additional responsibilities beyond those of the Foundational USAPs they use. For example, the “Alarms, Events and Alerts” End-User USAP has an additional responsibility that the system must have the ability to translate the names/ids of externally generated signals (e.g., from a sensor) into the defined concepts. Both the assumptions and additional responsibilities will differ for the different End-User USAPs.

There are three types of relationships among the Foundational USAPs and these are shown in Figure 1 as different color arrows. The Generalization relationship (turquoise) says that the Foundational USAP is a generalization of part of the End-User USAP. The End-User USAP passes parameters to that Foundational USAP and, if there are any conditionals in the responsibilities of the Foundational USAP, the End-User USAP may define the values of those conditionals. The Uses relationship (black) also passes parameters, but the USAPs are at the same level of abstraction (the foundational level). The Depends-On relationship (red) implies a temporal relationship. For example, the system cannot execute with authored parameters unless those parameters have first been authored. The double headed arrow between authoring and logging reflects the possibility that the items being logged may be authored and the possibility that the identity of the author of some items may be logged.

Foundational USAPs each have a manageable set of responsibilities (Authorization has 11; Authoring, 12; Execution with authored parameters, 9; and Logging, 5), as opposed to the 21 responsibilities of the Cancel USAP that seemed to be too much for our experiment participants to absorb in one sitting [7]. These responsibilities are further divided into groups for ease of understanding, e.g., Authoring is separated into Create, Save, Modify, Delete and Exit the authoring system. This division into manageable Foundational USAPs simplifies the creation of future USAPs that use them. For example, the User Profile End-User USAP requires only the definition of parameters and the values for one conditional, and pointers to the Authoring and Execution Foundational USAPs.

4. Delivering a single USAP to Software Architects

The roadblocks to widespread use of USAPs in industry identified in the introduction were (1) the need for contact with USAP researchers in the development process, (2) reactions to examples using a particular overarching architectural pattern (MVC) and (3) an overwhelming amount of information delivered to the software architect. Data from our laboratory study and the pattern language outlined above put us in a position to solve these problems.

Our laboratory study [7] showed that a paper-based USAP could be used by software engineers1 without researcher intervention, to significantly improve their design of an architecture to support the users’ need to cancel long-running commands. Although significantly better than without a USAP, these software engineers seemed to disregard many of the responsibilities listed in the USAP in their designs. To enhance attention to all responsibilities, we have chosen to design a web-based system that presents responsibilities in an interactive checklist (Figure 2).

The design includes a set of radio buttons for each responsibility that are initially set to “Not yet considered.” The architect reads each responsibility and determines whether it is not applicable to the system being designed, already accounted for in the architecture, or that the architecture must be modified to fulfill the responsibility. If “Not applicable”, “Must modify architecture to address this” or “Architecture addresses this” is selected, then the responsibility’s checkbox is automatically checked. If “Not considered”, “Must modify architecture or “Discuss status of responsibility”, is selected, the responsibility will be recorded in To-Do list generated from the website (Figure 3). We expect this lightweight reminder to consider each and every responsibility will not be too much of a burden for the architect, but will increase the coverage of responsibilities, which is correlated with the quality of the architecture solution [8].

As Figure 2 show, the responsibilities are arranged in a hierarchy, which reflects both the relationship of End-User and Foundational USAPs and the internal structure within a Foundational USAP. This hierarchy divides the responsibilities into manageable subparts. The checkboxes enforce this structure by automatically checking off a higher-level box when all its children have been checked off, and conversely, not allowing a higher-level box to be checked when one or more of its children are not. Thus, this mechanism simultaneously addresses the problems of providing guidance without intervention by USAP researchers and simplifying the information provided to the software architect.

Another mechanism for simplifying the information delivered to an architect is that each responsibility has additional details available only by request of the architect. These details include more explanation, rationale about the need for the responsibility and the forces that generated it, and some implementation details. This information is easily available, but not “in the face” of the software architect. As well as simplifying the presentation, this mechanism de-emphasizes the role of illustrative examples situated in reference architecture like MVC. We expect that this presentation decision will reduce the negative reactions to generic example UML diagrams. When using the tool in-house in industry, the reference architecture used in example solutions could be changed to an architecture used by that industry. This would both accelerate understanding of the examples and increase the possibility of re-using the sample solution. This presumes that the tool is constantly managed and updated by in-house usability experts and software architects, a presumption facilitated by delivering the examples in separate web pages.

Although the hierarchy of responsibilities reflects the relationship of the End-User USAPs and the Foundational USAPs, the difference between the types of USAPs is not evident in the presentation of responsibilities. It was a deliberate design choice to express each responsibility in terms of the End-User USAP’s vocabulary. Thus, the responsibilities in Figure 2 are couched in terms of “User Profile”, “Configuration Description”, “Conditions for Alarms, Events, and Alerts” and this string replaces the parameter SPECIFICATION in the Foundational Authoring USAP.

---

1 The participants in our lab study had a Masters in SE or IT, were trained in software architecture design, and had an average of over 21 months in industry.
Figure 2: Prototype of a web-based interface for delivering USAP responsibilities to industry software architects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESPONSIBILITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU.1. Create a specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU.1.1 The system must provide a way for an authorized author to create a [User Profile, Configuration description, Conditions for Alarms, Events and Alerts].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show Implementation Details</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| User Profile USAP: |
| User Profile |
| Not yet considered |
| Must modify architecture |
| Architecture addresses this |
| Not applicable |
| Discuss status of responsibility |

| Environment Configuration USAP: |
| Configuration Description |
| Not yet considered |
| Must modify architecture |
| Architecture addresses this |
| Not applicable |
| Discuss status of responsibility |

| Alarms, Events and Alerts USAP: |
| Conditions for Alarms, Events and Alerts |
| Not yet considered |
| Must modify architecture |
| Architecture addresses this |
| Not applicable |
| Discuss status of responsibility |

Figure 3: Prototype “to do” list produced from those responsibilities that are marked as requiring architectural modification.
In the next section, we discuss how we anticipate managing the situation when the architect chooses multiple USAPs as being relevant to the system under construction. This will allow distribute architecture teams both to record rationale for their choice and to discuss potential solutions. Attaching design rationale and discussion is optional so our delivery tool will support discussion, but not require it, keeping the tool lightweight.

At any point in the process of considering the different responsibilities, the architect can generate a “to do” list. This is a list of all of the responsibilities that have been checked as “Not yet considered” or “Must modify architecture”. See Figure 3 for an example. The list can then be entered into the architect’s normal task list and will be considered as other tasks are considered.

Supporting world wide distribution of the architecture team in the use of USAPs has two facets.

- Enable world wide access
- Reduce the problems associated with simultaneous updates by different members of the team.

The use of the World Wide Web for delivery allows world wide access with appropriate access control. Standard browsers support the concept of check lists and producing the “to do” lists.

Allowing simultaneous updates is not supported by standard browsers. Some Wikis do support simultaneous updates, e.g. MediaWiki [www.mediawiki.org], but we do not yet know whether these wikis directly support checklists and the generation of “to do” lists. We are currently investigating which tool or combination of tools will be adequate for our needs and what modifications might have to be made to those tools.

5. Delivering multiple USAPs to software architects

Our motivation for developing the USAP Pattern Language was partially to simplify the delivery of USAPs when multiple USAPs are relevant to a particular system. We also want to indicate to the architect the possibilities for reuse. In this section, we describe how we anticipate accomplishing these two goals.

Recall that the Foundational USAPs are parameterized and each End User USAP provides a string that is used to replace the parameter. For instance, consider a responsibility from the Authoring Foundational USAP “The system must provide a way for an authorized user to create a SPECIFICATION”. When three End User USAPs are relevant to the system under design, such as “User Profile”, “Environment Configuration”, and “Alarms, Events and Alerts”, the three responsibilities are displayed to the architect as “The system must provide a way for an authorized user to create a [User Profile, Configuration description, Conditions for Alarm, Event and Alerts].

This presentation satisfies two goals and introduces one problem. Presenting three responsibilities as one reduces the amount of information displayed to the architect since every Foundational USAP responsibility is displayed only once, albeit with multiple pieces of information. This presentation also indicates to the architect the similarity of these three responsibilities and hence the reuse possibilities of fulfilling them through a single piece of parameterized code.

The problem introduced by this form of the presentation is that now the radio buttons becomes ambiguous. Does the entry “Architecture addresses this” mean that all of the three responsibilities have been addressed or only some of them? We resolve this ambiguity by repeating the radio buttons three times, once for each occurrence of the responsibility. Thus, the three responsibilities will be combined into one textual description of the responsibility but three occurrences of the radio buttons.

6. Current status and future work

At this writing, we have developed the pattern language for three End User USAPs and four Foundational USAPs (Figure 1) and have fleshed out all the responsibilities for these seven USAPs. We have constructed a prototype delivery tools for a browser based checklist and “to do” list generator.

We plan to test the delivery mechanism in an ongoing industrial development effort. This will demonstrate strengths and weaknesses of our approach and we will iterate to resolve any problems or capitalize on any opportunities. One suggestion put forth in early industry feedback is to enhance the to-do list by assigning expected effort to each responsibility. One requirements engineer at ABB said that her perception of the effort needed to implement a scenario had been thoroughly revised just be looking at the to-do list. By adding estimated hours to the responsibilities, industry would get a better estimate of the usability improvements’ translation into software implementation cost. These estimates would vary depending on many factors such as underlying architectural style, implementation language, skill of programmers, etc. but a large organization may have enough data from previous projects to make such estimates for their organization. In addition, such a feature could emphasize the savings realized by reuse; responsibility-implementations that serve multiple End-User USAPs would show up as requiring very little effort after the first implementation.

The delivery platform that we have described here, to be used by software architects, is envisioned to be the final portion of a tool chain. There are two additional roles involved in the development and use of USAPs. First, USAP developers will have to create USAPs within the stylized context of the USAP Pattern Language. Tool support for USAP developers will greatly simplify the creation of USAPs.

The second role is the requirements definers; often a team comprised of technologists and human factors engineers, usability engineers, designers, or other users or user advocates. Figure 4 shows how we envision a tool supporting this role.
The requirements team has available to them a repository of USAPs. They select the ones that are appropriate for the system being constructed. In our experience, the USAP end-user scenarios are very general and can be used to invoke ideas about how they apply to the system at hand. However, industrial teams would like to tailor these scenarios to match their everyday usability issues. Thus, the tool supporting requirements definers will allow them to re-write the general scenarios to suit their specific application.

The tool then creates input for the delivery tool while simultaneously combining redundant responsibilities. The output of the requirements definition process will then be presented to software architects, as described in this paper, to aid in their architecture design process.

In summary, USAPs have been proven to be useful to software architects but have also demonstrated some problems that hinder industrial use. Definition of a USAP Pattern Language and an appropriate selection of tools supporting the roles involved in the creation and use of USAPs should simplify industrial use. We are currently constructing versions of these tools and testing the extent to which they do, in fact, enable the industrial use of USAPs.
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